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Third quarter 2015 in summary






A total of 13 340 new registered user during the quarter. Registrations and conversions to paying users
increased significantly in September.
Sales during the quarter increased to MSEK 3.5, of which MSEK 2.9 is attributable to the consolidation of
Ambientmedia. Sales within the core business more than tripled compared to the second quarter.
Net income was MSEK – 28.9 (0.5). Adjusted for non-recurring effects and Ambientmedia, net income was
MSEK -7.2 (3.0) compared to the previous quarters where net income result where MSEK – 11.9 (-15.2).
Entered agreement with Abara Equities which guarantees new issues of MSEK 30.
Incentive program of 10 million warrants were implemented.

Key Figures Group
Variable
Sales (tkr)
Net Income (tkr)
Balancesheet total (tkr)
Equity (tkr)
Solidity (%)
Net Income per share (kr) before
dilution
Net Income per share (kr) after
dilution

Q.3 2015
3 500
-28 934
92 124
62 105
67

Q.3 2014
21 712
531
46 114
27 805
60

Q.2 2015
511
-11 878
72 828
37 541
52

Q.1 2015
323
-12 583
61 149
10 492
17

FY 2014
50 871
-32 078
64 842
23 507
36

-0,38

0,02

-0,25

-0,35

-1,04

-0,22

0,01

-0,20

-0,24

-1,01

About Mavshack AB
Mavshack operates a global Internet TV services with Asian entertainment. The service, which is available through
Internet connected devices, is genuinely global with users in over 80 countries. With the largest library of Filipino and
Indian titles, as well as agreements with Asia's leading content providers, Mavshack is the obvious choice for Asian
entertainment around the world. The company operates its business on a proprietary technology platform
Mavshack AB (publ) is a traded company listed on Nasdaq First North under the ticker MAV. Certified adviser is Erik
Penser Limited. More information about the company is available at www.mavshack.se
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CEO Letter
Our reboot of our operations have come off to a good start. The decision to refocus on the Filipino diaspora has allowed
us to more effectively target our marketing efforts and achieve good results. We follow our subscriber data on a daily
basis, which we evaluate and use to adjust our efforts accordingly to what the data tells us and how it changes over
time. That our work is paying off is shown in the figures for Septembers when both the amount of new registered
subscribers and the share of those who became paying Premium subscribers increased significantly, albeit from a low
subscription base. After the quarter we continue to see and increased trend of new subscribers, which is very satisfying
and an indication that are efforts are working.
We are now working on several fronts to increase interest for our service and therefore also the revenue generated from
it. After analyzing user patterns, we decided to change our marketing mix and give social media significantly greater
emphasis, which has brought increased traffic to our service in a very cost effective way. Our Filipino market group is
very active on different social community channels, which allows for great opportunities to engage and build loyalty
through social media and other activities.
We are at the same time working on how we can better present and package the content available on the streaming
service. We have promoted the TV-series #Jadine which has increased traffic to our service and raised enthusiasm at
our social media channels. These efforts continued in October when we also released a new focus on entertainment for
kids, which we believe has great potential, since our target market has a strong orientation towards family and friends.
Next in line dedicated market drivers in connection with various holidays.
A large part of the sales were generated in the Middle East where we are now have entered into cooperation with
leading telecommunication operators Etisalat and Du. Together with Etisalat, we conducted a test campaign at the end
of the quarter which led to a large number of subscribers for our requiring 1-day subscriptions. This is a popular type
subscription in the region where the subscriptions are renewed automatically on a daily basis, without customer
necessarily using the service to any great extent. In the longer term it is essential that subscribers also use the service so
that they want to continue to renew their subscriptions. We are now planning more and larger campaign efforts with
both Etisalat and Du. These operators have slightly different profile. Etisalat has a wider customer base while Du
focuses on specific customer segments.
To ensure a long-term business, we need to constantly renew the content of our services. Together with Ambientmedia,
we began negotiations with content providers to have access to better content at the right cost. We invest primarily in
TV-series with the goal of a seasonally release new episodes of several series on a weekly basis.
We also need to profile Mavshack and create loyalty amongst our customers. That's why we focus on Mavshack Orginal
content and exclusive content. Even in this regard Ambientmedia with its production capabilities is playing an
important part. At the launch of kids programming in October we launched our first Mavshack Orginal, an animated
series for youngsters, "Journey with Terry the Tarsier". We are also the exclusive digital channels for the animated
adventure movie Dayo that will be launched shortly. The ambition is that more Mavshack Originals and exclusive TVseries and movies will follow these releases.
Regarding our long-term financing, we entered into an agreement for with Abara Equities, which provide an
underwriting guarantee. This agreement was signed to us under substantially better terms than those we agreed to with
GEM Investment Ltd., which is why we chose to cancel it. The new agreement allows us to issue shares for a total of
MSEK 30 million until the autumn 2016.
Overall, we are now on a stronger foundation, thanks to investments in our product, improved supply chain of content
as well as smart and effective marketing with a focused sales strategy in the right markets. Much work remains to build
a long-term profitable business and a strong brand, but we have taken the first important steps. We are now continuing
full speed ahead now in full process of building a larger customer base and convert them into paying subscribers.
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Stockholm 30th October 2015
Anders Lindén, CEO
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Operations
Users
The conversions of non-paying Basic subscribers to paying Premium subscribers are key elements to assess how well
the company succeeds in its business. This way of evaluating operational success is common practice within different
types of streaming services. Mavshack is continuously monitoring these metrics to evaluate how its partnerships and
campaigns evolve, perform and also to enhance the service itself.
In order to increase transparency on how the company evolves, Mavshack in their interim reports to present and
comment on this type of figures for the business. It should be noted that the user base is not homogeneous, why one
should avoid drawing far-reaching conclusions based on these numbers.

The total amount of newly registered subscribers and sold subscriptions increased significantly in September from the
low subscription rates in July and August. The increased subscription rates is a result of the cooperation’s with
telecommunication operators Etisalat and Du, and partly also due to better marketing efforts for existing content on
social media and other digital channels. In September Mavshacks first campaign in the UAE was launched with Etisalat,
which resulted in a strong increase in sales of predominantly 1-day recurring subscriptions. In the same period
Mavshack promoted existing content, especially the TV-series #Jadine and films in which #Jadine stars are featured,
which increased traffic to the service.
The positive trend of paying subscribers makes us draw the conclusion that our marketing efforts have been effective in
target our target market. A usual sales method is to offer shorter free subscription periods in order to obtain paying
subscribers.
Sales and earnings
Sales during the third quarter 2015 (Jul-Sep) was MSEK 3.5 (21.7) of which MSEK 2.9 is attributable to the
consolidation of Ambientmedia since the month of July. Sales from the streaming service tripled compared to the
second quarter, albeit from a low level, to MSEK 0.6. The largest subscription volume consisted of 1-day passes sold in
the UAE.
Most of Ambientmedias revenue was generated by animation projects. During the quarter one such project was
cancelled and another fell through which resulted in the operation reporting a small loss. Demand for animation services
is expected to be strong within both the movie and gaming industry.
Operating profit for the quarter amounted to MSEK -29.1 (2.1) adjusted to non-recurring costs of MSEK 20.0 attributed
to the previously announced write down of accounts receivable in conjunction with the acquisition of Ambientmedia.
When adjusted also for Ambientmedias result of MSEK -0.3 (0.0) as well as goodwill depreciation, the operating profit
for the quarter amounted to MSEK -7.4 (3.0), which is an improvement from MSEK -11.9 (15.2) in the second quarter
2015.
In addition to increased revenues, improved underlying results are attributable to lower costs. Analyses of the provided
content on the service have been completed, and during that time no investment in new film rights were made. At the
same time marketing focus has been steered towards social media, which has resulted in both lower cost and higher
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results. As a result of the analysis of the content provided on the streaming service, Mavshack will be expanding its
offering by acquiring more content.
Financial position
Total assets at the end of the quarter amounted to MSEK 92.1 (46.1). The acquisition of Ambientmedia has resulted in a
goodwill post of MSEK 58.1 (0) and tangible fixed assets of MSEK 16.1 (0.4).
Working capital amounts to MSEK 1.7 (2.3). During the quarter agreement was entered into with Abara Equities, which
guarantees new issues up to MSEK 30 during a 12-month period.
Significant events during the reporting period
In September the Board of Directors named Anders Lindén as permanent CEO
The consolidation of Ambientmedia commenced. The acquisition gives enables Mavshack to obtain and offer relevant
and sought after content such as TV-series and movies for the Filipino target market. The first original content was
“Journey with Terry the Tarsier, an animated series for young children. In addition to providing production, voice over,
dubbing and subtitling capabilities, Ambientmedia has significant knowledge regarding content and a strong network
within the Filipino entertainment industry.
During the period an incentives program, which the General Meeting approved in July, was implemented for board
members and employees. The program gives the participants the right to subscribe to 1 new share for SEK 2, which if
fully subscribed will add MSEK 20 to the company. The right issues will be subscribed at market value calculated
under the Black-Scholes model.
Looking forward
The business will once again focus on the Filipino diaspora, a target group expected to be well positioned to drive
subscription sales. This means that Mavshacks potentially largest markets are the Middle East and North America.
Focus on sales in the Middle East have commenced through partnerships with leading telecom operators Etisalat and
Du. Mavshack intends to seeks for more partners in the Middle East but also engage in other regions with large Filipino
populations. North America is the next region for Mavshack to enter, which it will do during Q4.
Mavshacks continues work to curate, ad and package the content is expected to increase demand for its services.
Original and exclusive content will contribute to strengthening the brand and increase customer loyalty. Shifting
marketing efforts towards social media is expected to both increase sales and lower costs. At the same time Mavshack
continues to invest in its technical platform in order to both implement new features and maintain high technological
performance.
The acquisition of Ambient media offers new revenue channels, particularly from its animation services. These may be
offered to non-competing channels and markets, such as the gaming industry.
Report of the Board and CEO
Board and CEO certify that this report gives a true and fair view of Mavshacks financial position and results and
describes significant risks and uncertain factors that Mavshack faces.
Auditor's examination
The interim report has not been subject to auditor review.
Accounting and valuation principles
From 1 January 2014, the Group / Company BFNAR 2012 1. The interim report has been prepared in accordance with
the Annual Accounts Act and the Swedish Accounting Standards Board BFNAR 2012: 1 Annual report and
consolidated (K3).
Risks and uncertainties
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Mavshacks significant risks and uncertainties are described in the prospectus prepared in connection with the rights
issue carried out during the first half of the year. The prospectus is available at the Company's website. No new
significant risks or uncertainties are judged to have occurred.
Next report
Interim Report 4 for the financial year 2015 will be published on 26th February 2016.
Stockholm October 30, 2015
Mavshack AB (publ)
Board of Directors
For more information contact:
CEO Anders Lindén
Phone: +46 8 124 517 90
ir@mavshack.com

All reports are available on the company’s website www.mavshack.se.
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Summary per quarter and interim period – Group

Net Income per share
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Income Statement – Group
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Balance sheet – Group
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Balance sheet – Group
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Changes in Equity - Group

Cash Flow Statement – Group
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Income Statement – Parent Company
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Balance sheet – Parent Company
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Balance sheet – Parent Company
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Changes in Equity – Parent Company

Cash Flow Statement – Parent Company
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